With this study ~e phenomenon of communication apprehension is considered and the findings of an explor~ s~<!>' into . the ~ffects. of communication apprehension on group performance in a computerized marketing decis~on-makir_Jg SllTlula~on are presented. Despite the many effects of communication apprehension as alluded to m the literature, it is evident from this study that communication apprehension (or absence thereof) among some or all members of a group in participation in a business game has little or no effect on group success.
Introduction
Groups and group dynamics have been areas which have received considerable attention not only in social psychology and sociology, but in the last thirty years, also in the field of managerial decision-making. Many activities within organisations are performed in a group context. Budgets are compiled by committees, new products are evaluated by marketing teams and strategic plans are constructed by top management team members. Much of the confidence in the use of groups in management decision-making has its origins in the belief that 'two heads are better than one'. Some early research in fact indicates that this is so.
There is a vast body of research on groups and what makes them effective which are beyond the focus of this paper. Attention is given to the phenomenon of communication apprehension and the findings of an exploratory study into the effect of communication apprehension on group performance are presented.
Cornmu nlcatlon apprehension
For many years, oral communication scholars have explored the impact that a person's fear, or anxiety about communication have on that person's communication behaviour. It has been consistently observed that there are individuals who are more apprehensive orally than others, and that this apprehension generally has a negative effect on their communication as well as on other important aspects of their lives (McCroskey, 1977) . This piece of worlc is generally regarded as the definitive in the area, and most of the more recent worlc has focused on specific applications of concepts (Pitt and Ramaseshan, 1989) . While synonyms have sometimes been used (most notably 'stage fright', 'reticence', 'shyness'), the term 'communication apprehension' is suggested by McCroskey (1970, 19n) , as being most appropriate because it more broadly represents the total of the fears and anxieties implied. It can be defined as an individual's level of fear or anxiety with either real or anticipated communication with another person or persons (McCroskey, 1977) . More recently, Kelly (1982) has argued that reticence, communication apprehension, unwillingness to communicate,. and shyness are all part of the same problem, that they are not discrete, and that they overlap to a great extent For purposes of this analysis then, they will be regarded as being synonymous. The communication apprehensive person will avoid communication much of the time in order to avoid experiencing the fear or anxiety he or she has learned to associate with communication encounters. There are of course differences in degree. Speaker apprehension exists on a continuum, and people cannot simply be categorised as apprehensive or nonapprehensive. All individuals experience some degree of apprehension. There are those' who are extremely apprehensive, and who become incapacitated when expected to perform some oral communication tas~ suffering the inevitable consequences of living in what is essentially a communication society. Other individuals are so mildly apprehensive as to exhibit no fear at all, and in fact seem to thrive on communication. Most people fall between these two extremes. Spielberger (1966) and Lamb (1973) have made a distinction between 'state' and 'trait' apprehension. Trait apprehension refers to fear of communication generally, regardless of the specific situation, while state apprehension is a fear that is specific to a given communication situation (DeVito, 1986) . Some may fear public speaking, while being quite confident in meetings. Others may have no difficulties in a group situation, but may be most reticent in a job interview. State apprehension is obviously far more common than trail, it • is UHtbiag dial will be expcricaced by IDOSl pmoos for 101DC sirutioos, and will of course differ from situation ID cihgtinn 1bcre will be times when a practised public speaker will feel apprehensive about giving a well adlc:alllCd speech -IO an unknown and new type of IIMicna: for eumple. McCroskey (1 m) stresses that 11a1e appchensioo is a nonnal response to a threatening cihpfioo expcric:oced by IDOSl nonnal people, and is in ., way palbological. Rathel', the opposite is ttue -one maid saspect lhe emooooal stability of a person who 1ICl'a' expel~ Slale apprdlensioo in threatening oral a,mmanatioo silllatiom. Tail apprehension. however, is not cbaactaistic of nmnaI. well-adjusted individuals.
iJr Ibey experience appeheusion even in situations wbicb could not be desaibed as even remo&ely dln:alming (Fer some mmples see Phillips. 1968.) Comrunication apprehension: some causes DeVJIO (1986) oonsiders five major causes of oommaoatioo appeheusion. Firstly, a lack of communicarioo skills and experience will cause communication 4>Pt:be11sionfor example for the individual who has IIC¥t:I' spomi before a large audience, or received niaing in pablic speaking, it is perleclly nzonable to amnne lhal be or she will be apprehensive. Secondly. die degree of evaluation to which the speaker is being lllbjcaed will increase communication apprehensionas in die case of an employment inlttview, or perhaps a sales JXt:seilH!ion. Then lhe.re is aJso the degree of amspicuousnesslhe more conspicuous the speaker is lhe more be or she is likely to feel apprehensive. This explains a lot of communication aJ)JXChension in a public sp"3king sihaalion. A further contributing factor is the degRle of ~b i l i t ylhe more unpredictable the sirurinn, lhe greater' the apprebeosion. New situations. or ambiguous situations will enhance the fear. Fmally. • individual's history of prior successes and failures will gready influence his or her response to new ones. Prior IIIOCUSCS will genenlly reduce aJ)JXChension.. while wlares in lhe past will tend to augment iL More than anything. Mc:Croskey (lm) believes that commaoatioo apprehension is a learned trail. No one is bom appebensive. apprehension is a trait that is aJDditioned droagb reinforcement of the child's commuication behavioun. Mc:Crostey (1977) refen ro Bagdsld's (1971) assertion that it is well established that a cbild will learn to repeat behaviours that are afmced, while bcbaviom that are not reinforced will ~Y be extinguished over lime. Wheeless (1971) Im in fact demonsualed that communication apprdaasion develops in early childhood.
Results and effects of c:ommmication apprehension
Because commanic:ation apprehension is a trait of lhe iodividaal. it is reasonable to assume that it is cmelated wilb a namber of Olber individual personality traits. ~· s (1977) review of communication appehen-llOII ISICIU dW Ibis is indeed so, and be points to several ~ ~ ~ve iod~&ed that communication appre-" . . . • aaociafed widl a wide variety of personality 21(3) variables. A major study (McCroskey, Daly and Sorensen. 1976) found communication apprehension to have a moderately high positive correlation with general anxiety, and a moderately high negative correlation with tolerance for ambiguity, self control, adventurousness surgency and emotional maturity. A later stud;
(Mc:Croskey, Daly, Rictunond and Falcione, 1977) reported a substantial negative correlation (r = -.52 to r = -.72) between oral communication apprehension and self-esteem. This study also indicated highly consistent relationships across age groups and occupational types.
McCroskey (1977) has outlined three general theoretical propositions regarding the effects of high communication apprehension, and these have also been generally supported by funher research: 1. People who experience a high level of communication apprehension will wilhdraw from and seek to avoid commu.nication when possible. Mc:Croskey (1970) , for example, reports sbldents with high communication apprehension withdrawing disproportionately from public speaking courses; Weiner (1973) found that individuals with high communication apprehension sought sealing positions which would 'let them off the communication hook' in group discussions; McCroskey and Andersen (1976) found that students with high communication apprehension tended to seek larger, (presumably more innominate) ~lasses, rather than smaller ones which would pennit more interaction. A very clear prediction is that people with high communication apprehension will prefer occupations that require less communication. Daly and McCroskey (l 975) found this pauem not only to be cle3iy present, but the pattern to hold even when the positions requmng higher levels of oommunication promised greater social and monetary rewards. McCroskey (19TI) summarises by saying that the pattern generated by these (and other) sbldies is clear and strong -people who experience high levels of communication apprehension will withdraw from and seek to avoid communication whenever possible. 2. As a result of their wilhdrawal from and avoidance of comnuuaication, people who experience a high level of comnuuaication apprehension will be perceived less positively than people who experience lower levels of commu.nication apprehension by others in their envir~lll. People with high communication ll)IX'Chension have been found to be perceived as less socially atttactive, less task atttactive, less competent, communication apprehensives do not always find work that is pleasing to them and also serve less time in a particular job (Scott, McCroskey and Sheehan, 1977) . Most studies of high communication apprehension in an academic environment have found a negative correlation between it and academic performance (see McCroskey, 1977 for an extensive list of studies in this regard). Communication apprehension was found to be significantly negatively related to both middleschool students' attitude towards school and final grades (Hurt and Preiss, 1978) . Furthermore, communication apprehensive students were found not to be desirable communication choices by their peers.
Measurement of communication apprehension
Measurement of communication apprehension can be divided into measurement of state communication apprehension, and measurement of trail communication apprehension. Measurement of state communication apprehension has focussed on stage fright, with more contemporary efforts concentrating on physiological measurement (Behnke and Carlisle, 1971) ; rating scales (Mulac and Sherman, 1974) ; and, self-report scales (Porter, 1974) . With regard to trait communication apprehension, the self-report approach has received most attention, because communication apprehension is viewed as a cognitively experienced phenomenon. The best known, and still most widely used scale is the Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA) scale of McCroskey ((originally 1975) 1982) . The instrument has consistently held reliability estimates of .90, and over 50 studies utilising it have provided comprehensive arguments in favour of its validity as a measure of oral trait The first six statements measure communication apprehension in groups; the second six, communication apprehension in meetings; the third six, interpersonal, _or dyadic communication apprehension; and, the final six, apprehension of public speaking.
. Other measures of trait communication apprehension have included the Lustig Verbal Reticence Scale (1974) and
the Unwillingness-to-communicate Scale of Burgoon (1976) . They have not received the same research attention of McCroskey's (1982) PRCA scale.
Treatment of communication apprehension
While it is impossible to eliminate communication apprehension, DeVito (1986) has suggested a number of ways by which its debilitating effects can ~. ~anaged. These include the conscious acqu1S1uon of communication skills and experience; preparation and practice; focussing on success; situation familiari~ti?°; physical relaxation; and, placing commu~icauon apprehension in perspective. Glaser (1981) provides a more detailed, technical exposition of treatment and avoidance of communication apprehension.
Objectives and methods of the study
The objectives of the study reported here were to 69 determine the effect of communication apprehension of members on the effectiveness of groups, as measured by the profit attained in a business game simulation, The Marketing Game (Mason and Pemeault, 1987) . Altogether 95 undergraduate students in 24 groups played the game over a period of nine weeks, making nine sets of decisions. Following the procedures used by Glazer, Steckel and Winer (1987) , students were responsible for forming their own groups, and most students had previously worked with the other members of their team. At the end of the game each student was required to complete McCroskey's Personal Report of Communication Apprehension (PRCA) scale.
Results
A comparison of the overall (aggregate) communication apprehension scores of subjects is presented in Table 1 .
The main observation to be made from Table 1 is that the communication context Public Speaking is on average the highest score for the subjects. This is consistent with the general population as DeVito (1986) reports -the greatest communication fear that most people have is that of giving a speech before an audience.
The summary statistics for the criterion variable, profit, are reported in Table 2 , for the reader's convenience. It will be seen that the most successful group achieved a total profit for the nine periods of 26.222 million dollars, the least successful a combined loss of 3.119 million, and the groups on average achieved profits of 11.403 million dollars.
The obvious question which now begs answering is: Is there a relationship between communication apprehension in its various contexts, and the effectiveness of a group in achieving an objective or performing a task? A broad hypothesis would be that there is no relationship between communication apprehension and the success of a group, as measured in this instance by the profit achieved.
A functional analysis for establishing the relationship between profit as a criterion variable and the communication apprehension scores in different contexts as predictor variables was carried out in an attempt to better understand the individual and joint explanatory power of group members' ~ommunication apprehension in different contexts. The pnm~ry purpose of this analysis was of course to assess the mfluence of (1985) . The results are presented in Table 3 . The adjusted R 2 is 0.014. The latter statistic adjusts for the number of independent variables in the regression. The standard enor of estimation measures the unexplained variability in the dependent variable. A conclusion IO be reached from the above analysis is that neither the communication apprehension of group members in general, or any of its contexts, appear IO be good predictors of group success in a business game simulation, and the null hypothesis therefore could not be rejected.
It is evident from

Discussion and some obvious llmltatlons
Despite the many effects of communication apprehension, as alluded to in the literature, it is evident from this sbldy that communication apprehension (or absence thereof) among some or all members of a group in participation in a business game has little or no effect on group success. This could be due to the fact that measurement of communication apprehension was posthoc, and that group members managed to overcome at least three of the contexts of communication apprehension during their process of interaction -namely. group discussion, meetings and dyadic conversation. This is perhaps also why, contrary to expectation, public speaking became the best (although obviously imperfect) predictor of perfonnance. For logically, this is the context which could be overcome least by a process of group interaction. A desirable, although perhaps difficult to facilitate, area for future research in this regard, is a pre-test of communication apprehension in groups which are not voluntarily fonned, and where ideally members would not know each other well before commencing play in the game. Should communication apprehension be found to have an effect under such circumstances, it would firstly be known that where groups are forced to eventuate and operate without prior member accustomisation, it would be desirable to overcome any possible effects of communication apprehension. Secondly, a pre-and post-test of communication apprehension would throw further light on the effect of the group interaction process on the communication apprehension levels of group members.
More fundamentally, in the context of a business simulation game at least it would appear that other factors -possibly intelligence or experience, or even sheer hard work -are more closely related IO group success. 
